
                                     Division   

Worksheet-1 

A] Choose the correct answer. 

 1.Divide 6225 ÷ 5 

   (a) 1054        

  (b)  1413                       

 (c)   1245      

 (d)  none of these 

2. Divide 8028 ÷ 9 

(a)  890            

 (b)  444        

 (c)   892                                 

(d)  none of these 

3. If Rakesh had 18 boxes of chocolates with 216 chocolates in total, 

how many chocolates are in one box? 

(a) 13          

(b) 434      

(c)   12                                      

(d) none of these 

4.If a shopkeeper has 250 guitars with him and there are only 50 

customers who buy them, how many are bought by each customer? 

(a)   4       

(b)  43       

(c)   5                                  

(d)  none of these 
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5. If 24 × 58 = 1392, then 1392 ÷ 58 =? 

(a)    24             

(b)    53    

(c)    58                          

 (d)  none of these 

 

6. If 57 × 96 = 5472, then 5472 ÷ 57 =? 

(a)    57          

 (b)   13       

 (c)    96                     

 (d)  none of these 

7.If 274 x 91 = 24934, then 24934 ÷ 91 =? 

(a)    91           

 (b)  44            

 (c)   274                          

 (d)  none of these 

8. If 298 pencils are available for 36 students; then how many pencils 

remain after distributing the pencils equally to each student? 

(a)   7               

(b)   4         

 (c)  23                        

 (d)  none of these 

9. There are 135 notebooks available in a store. If the store manager 

sells the notebooks to only 15 individuals, how many will each receive 

if distributed equally? 

 (a)    9              
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 (b)  41           

 (c)  20                          

 (d) none of these 

10. Which number will give remainder 0 when divided by 7? 

(a)   236   

 (b)  557       

 (c)  490                        

 (d)  none of these 

B] Find the quotient and remainder. 

 364 ÷ 12  

 19,385 ÷ 23 

 22,829 ÷ 18 

 39,171 ÷ 21  

 18025 ÷ 25 

 4813 ÷ 5  

 9240 ÷ 15  

 618 ÷ 18 

 689 ÷ 9  

 9224 ÷ 15  
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